


    A COMPREHENSIVE CONCEPT TO CARRY 
AIRPORTS INTO A SMARTER ERA 
TAV TECHNOLOGIES offers the “smart” airport concept, which provides ease, comfort and advanced security for 

passengers, enhance the overall airport experience and optimize the operational efficiency of airports.

TAV TECHNOLOGIES SMART AIRPORT (TAV TECHNOLOGIES SMART) is creating a passenger-oriented, 

technology-driven airport experience for passengers, airlines and airport operation teams by taking full 

advantage of data science, developments in mobile technologies and innovative thinking propelling us into

the 21st century.

TAV TECHNOLOGIES SMART is a comprehensive platform that includes and employs number of airport solutions, 

along with integration of data flowing from passenger interactions and airport systems to offer the most efficient 

airport ecosystem. TAV TECHNOLOGIES introduces a trend-setting smart airport concept built on vast aviation 

experience and technology knowledge from continuous on-going collaboration from our team. Our attention to 

passenger experience drives our planning and execution in coming to the airport as a hassle free environment.

Two aspects of TAV TECHNOLOGIES SMART are Passenger Experience and Operations Management.



    PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
Mobility Systems: Keeping passengers constantly informed is one of the key factors in the Smart Airport 

Concept. TAV TECHNOLOGIES Mobile Apps, Information Kiosks and Social Media equip passengers with better 

control over the airport experience by providing real-time flight details, queue information and notifications in 

a graphical manner to ease the flow of activities starting from outside of the airport to onboard. 

While the TAV TECHNOLOGIES augmented reality application enhances the perception of passengers to 

provide a better perspective on where to go, TAV TECHNOLOGIES virtual assistants guide and answer 

passengers in an attention grabbing and interactive manner, additionally creating an innovative medium for 

effective advertising to increase the non-aeronautical revenue of the airport. 

Furthermore, the Smart Airport Concept introduces new opportunities to boost non-aeronautical revenue. 

In this context, the TAV TECHNOLOGIES e-POS System enables passengers to shop whenever and wherever 

they want, as well as providing airport management with the ability to monitor and manage consolidated sales 

data.  For instance, every sale is associated with the flight of the passenger so that the revenue generated can 

be queried by flight, airline, and country to assist in the development of promotion plans.

Self-Service Systems: Smart applications throughout the airport provide self-service ability for a range of 

actions such as self and remote check-in, self and remote bag drop, self-boarding and E-border. These fast 

and practical smart applications minimize wait times in queues and also give the operations team the ability to 

track passengers and proactively arrange resources to ensure a smooth flow of passenger activities. 

Loyalty Systems: TAV TECHNOLOGIES SMART serves to create passenger lifetime value as it allows airports to 

engage with their passengers, offering loyalty and complaint management systems along with the use of social 

media. The TAV TECHNOLOGIES Loyalty Management System provides exclusive, privileged services and aims to 

enhance passenger satisfaction with rewards, recommendations and attractive benefits to increase loyalty. 

Another key system to boost customer satisfaction is the TAV TECHNOLOGIES Compliant Management System, 

which is instrumental in collecting customer feedback for continuous passenger experience improvement 

efforts. Passengers can use TAV TECHNOLOGIES social media aspect to share and rate their experiences, 

receive flight remark/warning notifications, as well as shopping promotions and tips where they can enjoy the 

social interaction during their airport experience. 



• Gathering all partners around one common and converged ecosystem

• Transferring power of the most recent technology to the passenger

• Generating non-aeronautical revenue streams from ecosystem as a whole

• Providing ease, comfort and advanced security for passengers and visitors

• Providing real-time data & operational monitoring in and beyond the boundaries of the airport

• Engaging customers by letting them experience a personalized journey

• Gathering & managing data from a range of sources

• Cutting-edge data science technologies for operational decision-making & forecasting

• User-configurable interfaces

• Assured data reliability  

    OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE 

TAV TECHNOLOGIES SMART is an efficiency-oriented, 

comprehensive system to be run throughout the airport. TAV 

TECHNOLOGIES implements airport operational systems 

(Collaborative Decision Making (CDM), Resource Management 

System (RMS), Airport Operational Database (AODB), Baggage 

Reconciliation System (BRS) and Flight Information Display 

System-FIDS), integrates them with Baggage Handling System 

(BHS), Arrival Manager (AMAN) and Departure Manager (DMAN) 

systems, and harnesses airport ecosystem data that impacts 

operational efficiency so as to facilitate faster and better 

decision-making. 

Improved punctuality and optimized resource usage is granted 

through effective use of the CDM solution in cooperation with 

AMAN/DMAN solutions which optimize arrival/departure 

sequencing. 

The Smart Airport Concept incorporates feedback from other 

operational systems like RMS, BHS and BRS, and therefore 

extends the stand-alone capabilities of these systems by creating 

a collaborative, smart platform.

TAV TECHNOLOGIES SMART facilitates planning and operation 

phases by using the latest business intelligence technologies based on combined passenger and operations data. 

Therefore, airport operators can foresee potential problems, take proactive measures, and maintain seamless 

operation of the airport.   

    KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS 



    HOW TAV TECHNOLOGIES SMART CAN HELP YOU
Developing trends around the globe are pointing to the fact that people are relying more on air travel than any 

other transportation.  Emerging economies with more resources, more mobility, and with shorter wait times 

should rely on this fact and move towards creating airports that are global leaders in innovation.  Airports with 

a vision of the future understand the requirements of tech-savvy generation-mobile passengers whose 

numbers are increasing dramatically, and thus start to implement Smart Systems into their airports to fully 

achieve customer satisfaction and invest for the future.

TAV TECHNOLOGIES SMART serves as a platform to combine all components of the airport ecosystem 

effectively and gives managers/operators control and intervention capability to an extent they have never 

reached before. Consequently creating a smoother flow of operations across the airport ecosystem will result 

in less delay, which can be translated into better slot adherence, on-time performance, less fuel consumption, 

improved passenger satisfaction and, thus, increased profitability. 

TAV TECHNOLOGIES SMART will carry airport operations into a new era of technology, science and data-driven, 

scientific yet applicable and profitable solutions that will greatly reduce operational costs while creating a 

highly satisfied customer base.




